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This document is submitted by the Vought Systems Division, LTV
Aerospace Corporation, P.O. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222, to the National
Aeronautics and Space A_,,inistration, Jonnson Spacecraft Center (JSC).
Houston, Texas, in accordance with Contract No. NAS9-12507, dated 28 March
1972. It is the Final EVA/IVATasks, Guidelines, and Constraints Definition
Report, and fulfills part of the requirements of DRL No. T-720, Line Item l,
DRD MA-182-T. It contains detailed supporting final documentation on Work
Breakdown Structure Subtask l.l EVA/IVA Tasks, Guidelines and Constraints
Definition. It consists of updated briefing material used in the June 1972
Tasks, Guidelines, and Constraints presentation, plus Appendices on Repre-
sentative Task Scenarios, Revised Shuttle Traffic Model, Timeline and
Mission Analysis, and Prebreathing Requirements. The following volumes are
also included in the final documentation:
Volume I - Technical Summary Report
Volume Ill Requirements Study For Space Shuttle Pressure Suits
Volume IV Requirements Study for Space Shuttle Mobility Aids
Volume V - Requirements Study for Space Shuttle Emergency IV Support
A special task on the lO psia Orbiter Cabin Impacts, plus a delta-task on
Emergency IV Requirements, were conducted for NASA subsequent to the completion
of basic contract work. This was accomplished by agreement between the Technical
Monitor, Mr. D. L. Boyston of NASA-JSC, and the VSD Project Engineer, Dr. R. L. Cox.
In this connection, the detail of final documentation was relieved, and Volumes
I, II, and V are largely updates of briefing material previously presented to
NASA.
Work on this contract was conducted over the time period 28 March 1972
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The following seven scenarios were chosen as representative and pre-
pared for use in identifying concepts and deriving requirements for EVA and
IVA equipment for use on the Shuttle Orbiter vehicle.
The representative Orbiter vehicle configuration used in the scenarios
has a 15 ft. x 60 ft. payload bay compartment. For the purposes of examining
IVA in the payload bay, it is assumed the doors may be closed while the radiators
are left deployed. As a worst case situation, it is assumed that the location
of the airlock is aft of the windscreen area, with the outside opening on the
upper surface of the shuttle.
The exterior aerodynamic surfaces of the Orbiter vehicle, with the
exception of the forward body and wing and fin leading edges, will be covered
with rigidized silica or mullite (aluminum silicate with silica fiber) material.
The forward body and wing and fin leading edges will be covered with reinforced
carbon/carbon (RCC)material. This thermal protection material will have a
moisture s_aling layer and an outgas prevention layer over it. The coated
material is susceptible to damage and therefore, care must be taken to prevent




The following representative LST componentsare to be replaced
during revisits by the Orbiter vehicle:
a. The secondary mirror module
(29 in dia. x 20 in long - 120 Ib)
b. One RCS module - Figure 1
(21 in x 27 in x 15 in - 120 dry, 170 Ib wet)
c. One assy containing two dual rollout solar cell panels
(]0 in dia x IIft long - go Ib)
do 6-Contamination monitoring gages in the area of the secondary
mirror - Figure 2
(1.3 in dia x 3.5 in long - .5 Ib)
eo 2-Mass spectrometer end instruments in the area of the
secondary mirror - Figure 3
(4 in dia x 6 in long - 2 Ib)
fo 4-Contamination monitoring gages inside telescope tube,
two in the area of the primary mirror and two in the area
of the secondary mirror - Figure 2
(1.3 in dia. x 3.5 in long - .5 Ib)
In conjunction with replacing contamination gages inside the
Iw
telescope tube, the primary and secondary mirror surfaces would
be cleaned. Figure 4 shows an active cleaning device.
Any single EVA will not include all items listed, therefore the
following lists are provided for representative LST EVA.
A. Aperture End
I. Replace the secondary mirror module
2. Replace the 6 contamination monitoring gages in the






































3_ Replace the 2 mass spectrometer end instruments in
the area of the secondary mirror
B. Inside the Telescope Tube
I. Replace the 4 contamination monitoring gages
2. Clean primary and secondary mirror surfaces
C. Replace 2 RCS modules on opposite sides of the LST
D. Replace one assy containing two dual rollout solar cell panels
The Orbiter vehicle will be docked with the LST, as shown in Figure 5,
in a 28.5 ° orbit at 300-400 nautical miles. A support module, such as the
i11ustrated sortie can, will be used to pressurize the LST for servicing
operations. The light shield, at the aperture end of the LST, is retracted,
the environment protection doors are closed, and all deployable components,
such as the solar cell panels and antennas, are retracted.
Figure 6 shows the LST as it would appear in orbit with all components
deployed. The optical telescope assembly and the scientific instrumentation
package of the LST are mounted on an experiment-peculiar bulkhead. The pressure
bulkhead is attached to a pressurizable compartment. The pressurizable compartment
subsystems and experiment electronics are located within the compartment,
allowing shirtsleeve access to all of the instrumentation packages and the
compartment subsystems when docked with the Orbiter vehicle.
Figure 7 is a scale drawing of the LST. The secondary mirror module
is outside the pressurizable compartment, at the aperture of the optical
telescope assembly. The dual solar cell panel assemblies are mounted on the
outside surface of the pressurizable compartment and the 4 RCS modules are
in line with the dual solar cell panel assembly supports. Six of the contami-
nation monitoring gages are located outside the telescope tube in the vicinity
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of the secondary mirror and four inside the telescope tube, two in the
vicinity of the primary mirror and two in the vicinity of the secondary
mirror. Access to all these components is to be gained by EVA. It is
assumed that access into the telescope tube will be through an opening in
the aperture end.
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for replacing the LST components.
I. Unstow EVA equipment
2. Don and checkout EVA equipment and prepare for EVA
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through airlock
4. Translate across Orbiter vehicle surface to sortie can
5. Unstow spare component
6. Translate across sortie can and LST to worksite
7. Prepare worksite for removal of component
8. Gain access to component
g. Remove component
I0. ,Transport removed component to Orbiter vehicle and stow
b
11. Transport spare component to worksite
12. Install spare component
13. Replace parts removed to gain access
14. Prepare to return to Orbiter vehicle
15. Repeat 5 through 14 for other components
16. Translate across LST and sortie can to Orbiter vehicle
17. Translate across Orbiter vehicle to airlock opening
18. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock





















































FIGURE 2 CONTAMINATION MONITORING GAGE
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2.0 EXAMPLE SCENARIO FOR EVA/IVA SUPPORT
OF AN EARTH OBSERVATION SORTIE
The following are representative activities associated with an Earth
Observation Sortie mission.
A. Preparation of Sortie EVA in Open Payload Bay
I. Install 4 small film magazines
2. Install l large film magazine
3. Assemble and erect the large dish antenna
B. Support EVA In Open Payload Bay
I. Replace 4 small film magazines
2. Replace l large film magazine
C. Stowage of Antenna EVA in Open Payload Bay
I. Disassemble and stow the large dist antenna
D. Stowage IVA In Closed Unpressurized Payload Bay
I. Remove 4 small film magazines
2. Remove l large film magazine
E, Unscheduled IVA in Unpressurized Sortie Facility
I. Operate the observation telescope and control data
taking equipment
Small film magazine, 6 in. x 9 in. x 6 in. - 5 lb.
Large film magazine, 15 in. x 50 in. x 20 in. - 45 lb.
Assembled dish antenna -30 ft. dia. x 3 ft. thick - 276 lb.
It is assumed that the dish antenna is broken down into lO
pieces (9.5 ft. x 15 ft. x 1.5 ft. - 20 Ib) which are stowed in the
payload bay. These pieces are to be fitted together and attached
to a drive _lechanism n_unted in the payload bay.
A-ll
The Shuttle will be in a polar orbit at 270 nautical miles with a
Land UseMapping experiment in the cargo bay. Figure 8 shows a representative
configuration for earth observation sorties. A pressurizable sortie experiment
facility will be available for installing equipment such that access for main-
tenance or servicing is available from inside. This facility is shown rotated
upward, out of the Orbiter vehicle payload bay with the experiment equipment
pointed toward earth. The 30 ft. dia. antenna is shown in place pointed toward
the earth. Several cameras are mounted on the pallet because they are too
large or there are more than can be accommodated by the experiment facility.
The antenna segments would be stowed in the payload bay aft of the
experiment facility until the Orbiter vehicle is in position on orbit.
Replacement film magazines would be stored inside the Shuttle or sortie ex-
periment facility.
The following is a listing of events (not nece'ssarily in sequence)
for performing the tasks, EVA or IVA.










Don and checkout EVA or IVA equipment and prepare for exiting
Orbiter vehicle cabin or sortie experiment facility
Exit Orbiter vehicle througl_ airlock
Translate to payload bay worksite
Prepare work site for tasks
Accomplish assigned tasks
Prepare for return to Orbiter vehicle
Translate from worksite to air lock opening
Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock






























Should the pressurization system in the experiment facility fail
while in orbit, assume that the mission will be continued unpressurized by
IVA. Since several of the Land Use Mapping experiments are aimed at specific
objects on the earth with the optical telescope, an IV astronaut wearing a
pressure suit helmet will view the earth through an eyepiece and control
telescope orientation and operation.
Figure 9 shows a representative sortie experiment facility with the













3.0 EXAMPLE SCENARIO FOR EVA/IVA DE-ORBIT
READINESS OF RETRIEVED SATELLITE AND TUG
The following are representative tasks which could be accomplished
by EVA or IVA (with the payload bay doors closed) to prepare a Tug and
satelli te for deorbi t and Iandi ng.
a. Connect umbilical connections to Tug and satellite
b. Install covers on delicate instruments and lenses
c. Purge Tug and satellite systems which contain harmful materials
d. Perform safety and health checks on the Tug and satellite
e. Aid _n tying down the Tug and satellite to the payload bay
structure
f. Fold or reposition antennas, solar cell arrays and sensors
which have been deployed and erected.
The Orbiter vehicle is in an equitorial orbit at 100 nautical miles.
A reusable Space Tug has been deployed and has returned a Synchronous
Equatorial Earth Resources Observatory (SEO) from geosynchronus orbit and
has docked with the Orbiter vehicle as shown in Figure 10. The Space Tug
Y •
is the third stage of Shuttle Orbiter vehicle and is configured to be de-
livered to low earth orbit in the payload bay. It will either deploy or
retrieve earth orbiting payloads. A scale drawing of the Space Tug is
shown in Figure II. The main engine is gimbaledby electromechanical
actuators. The thrust structure consists of fiber glass tubes and boron-
epoxy Icyups. The aluminum shell inner barrier is the primary load Carrying
structure, the outer barrier, rubber impregnated beta cloth, serves as a
meteoroi(! ,',I.,eld., The aluminum LOX and hydrogen tanks are'







































heat inputs into the tanks. Four reaction control system (RCS) modules,
with four thrustors eac_ are located at the conical section of outer
shell close to the vehicle cg. The RCS conditioning equipment is located
in the intersection between the two main tanks. The propellant tanks that
supply propellants for the RCS, the electrical power system, and the main
engine for idle mode operation and for feedline conditioning are located
inside the main tanks. The majority of the avionics elements are located in
the forward skirt and are passively cooled, with the exception of the fuel
cell. Some avionics components, and data collection and transmission are
located throughout the vehicle. The active element of the payload
docking structure is located at the forward end of the vehicle and con-
sists of a square docking frame with shock absorbers to negate the
closure energy. Guidearms, which are the passive element of the Tug to
Orbiter vehicle docking interface, are located at the aft end of the
vehicle and engage in a similar square frame with shock attenuation devices
located in the Orbiter vehicle.
The Synchronous Equatorial Earth Resources Observatory (SEO)
b
is an unmanned satellite designed to gather scientific data concerning earth
resources from synchronous equatorial earth orbit. Photographic data will
be obtained by means of photographic subsystem consisting of a frame type
camera, a processor-dryer, and a scanner. Both the photographic data and
the television data will be transmitted to ground receiving stations by
means of a communications link in a time-sharing mode. The configuration
of the SEO is shown in Figure 12. In the stowed condition, the solar paddles
are rotated into a fore-aft plane (perpendicular to the plane of the docking
ring).
A-17
The following is a listing of events inot necessarily in sequence)
for performing the de-orbit readiness tasks by EVAand IVA.
I. Unstow EVAequipment and equipment to be carried to the work
site
2. Don and checkout EVAequipment and prepare to exit the Orbiter
vehi cl e cabin
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle thru airlock
4. Translate to Space Tug work site area
S. Prepare work site for tasks
6. Accomplish Tug tasks
7. Prepare work site for departure
8. Translate to satellite work site area
9. Prepare work site for tasks
lO. Accomplish satellite tasks
If. Prepare work site for departure
12. Translate to safety site clear of payload bay
13. Remain at safety site until Space Tug and Satellite are
lowered into payload bay
14. Translate to payload bay Space Tug work site
15.. Prepare work site for tasks
b
16. Accomplish Tug tasks
17. Prepare work site for departure
18. Translate to Satellite work site
19. Prepare work site for tasks
20. Accomplish Satellite tasks
21. Prepare work site for departure
22. Translate from payload bay to airlock opening
23. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock







































Should the payload bay doors be closed after the Tug and satellite









































































4.0 EXAMPLE SCENARIO FOR EVA INSPECTION AND
REPAIR OF THE ORBITER VEHICLE EXTERIOR
The following are representative Orbiter vehicle components to
be inspected for proper condition and repaired,if necessary, by EVA in pre-
paration for de-orbit. These are also candidate Free Flyer tasks.
a. Thermal Protection System (TPS) over the exterior surface
b. Structural supports, fluid connections and electrical
connections for the External Tank Subsystem
c. All doors and mechanisms operated after launch
d. Payload bay equipment prior to closing payload bay doors
e. Sensors and sensor ports such as pitot-static tubes, air data
transducer ports, horizon sensors and star trackers
f. Antennas
g. Aerodynamic control surfaces
h. Exhaust ports such as APU and evaporative heat sink
i. Windows
j.. Emergency egress doors
k. Abort rocket structural supports and electrical connections
The Orbiter vehicle is in any obtainable orbit, (Ref. MSC-06746)
J
preparing to deorbit and land.
Figure 13 is a sketch of the Orbiter vehicle showing the overall
dimensions and the general locations for some of the components to be inspected
and repaired.
The TPS is made up of two basic types of materials: l) the entire
exterior aerodynamic surface,with the exception of the Orbiter forward body
and leading edges of the wings and fins, will be covered with rigidized silica
A-23
Ior mullite (aluminum silicate with silica fiber) material herein called I
rigidized silica insulation (RSI). m
There are two classes of RSI. RSI Class I is a ceramic material
covered by a ceramic moisture resistant coating extending from the forward m
body of the Orbiter to within 2-4 feet aft of the cockpit. It can withstand
15-25 psi compression over a flat area or a 4 in-lb impact without damage, m
RSl Class ii is a sponge elastomer material coated with a silicone paint, m
It can withstand "reasonable" (undefined) contact pressure; 2) the Orbiter
forward body and leading edges of the wings and fin will be covered with m
Reinforced Carbon/Carbon (RCC) material. The RCC material will have an
oxidation-inhibiting coating over it. The RCC material is installed along m
thewing and fin leading edges in segments approximately 30 inches long and m
in segments of varying sizes on the forward body. The RCC material thickness
is over I/8 inch. The RCC material is rigid with a hard brittle coating, m
rugged and capable of withstanding moderate impacts without damage.
Noon-orbit repair technique has been defined for either the surface m
material or, the RCC material. However, replacement of segments will certainly m
be a candidate repair technique for some areas and a repair technique for filling
damage holes with a temporary "get down" material will be a candidate for ' m
other areas.
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence) m
for performing the inspection task: I
I. Unstow EVA equipment and equipment to be carried during the
inspection m























3. Exit Orbiter vehicle througl_ the airlock
4. Translate to open payload bay
5. Perform inspection task
6. Translate to safety site (:lear of payload bay
7. Remain at safety site until payload bay doors are closed
8. Translate over the Orbiter vehicle surface making a
visual inspection
9. Return to area of airlock opening
10. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock
11. Doff EVA equipment and stow
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for performing repair tasks:
l
I. Unstow EVA equipment and repair tools and equipment
2. Don and checkout EVA equipment and prepare to exit the Orbiter
vehi cle cabin
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through the airlock
4. Translate to repair worksite
5". Prepare worksite for tasks
6. Perform repair
7. Prepare worksite for departure
8. Translate to area of airlock opening
9. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock







5.0 EXAMPLE DEPLOYMENT AND RETRACTION
OF PLASMA WAKE EXPERIMENTS
I
I
The following are representative activities to be accomplished by
EVA or IVA:




Sensor Sizes and Weights:
I. 8 in. x I0 in. x II in. - 15 Ibs
2. 6 in. x 6 in. x 6 in. - 5 Ibs







4. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 in. - 20 Ibs
5. 6 in. dia. x 1 in. - 3 Ibs
6. 5.6 in. dia. x l in. - 5.5 Ibs
B. Manually retract a boom by unpressurized IVA inside the experiment
compartment.
C. Manually retract a boom by EVA outside the experiment
, "compartment.
D. Manually rotate thesortie lab into position for conducting
experiments.





the completion of the experiments.
The Orbiter Vehicle is in a polar orbit at lO0 nautical miles on a
sortie mission with a plasma wake measurements experiment. The experiment
equipment is shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows the pressurized
experiment compartment for displays and controls. Instruments and sensors
are deployed on booms by means of the three airlocks on one end of the pressurized
I A-27
compartment. Figure 15 (a) shows a typical sensor deployment for the plasma
wake measurements. Figure 15 (c) shows typical boommounted antennae for
other physics experiments, and Figure 15 (b) shows a typical boom package.
With the equipment deployed as shown in Figure 15 (a) the 160 ft. boom has
failed to retract by the normal powered method for changing the boom mounted
equipment and re-deployment.
It is desirable to change the boom mounted equipment by EYA and
complete the mission and then retract the boom manually before de-orbit.
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for changing the boom mounted equipment by EVA:
I. Unstow EVA equipment and equipment to be taken to the worksite.
2. Don and checkout EVA equipment and prepare to exit the Orbiter
through the airlock.
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through the airlock
4. Translate to worksite at end of extended 160 ft. boom
5. Prepare worksite for equipment change
6. "Accomplish equipment change
7. Prepare worksite for departure
8. Translate to area of airlock opening
9. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock
lO. Doff EVA equipment and stow
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)













































3. Enter pressurized experiment compartment
4. Depressurize pressurized compartment
5. Open boom inner airlock door
6. Install crank in retraction mechanism and crank in boom
7. Close outer airlock door
8. Pressurize the compartment
9. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle cabin
lO. Doff IVA equipment and stow
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for retracting the boom manually by EVA.
1. IJnstow EVA equipment and equipment to be carried to the worksite
2. Don and checkout EVA equipment and prepare to exit the Orbiter
vehi c]e cabin
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through the airlock
4. Translate to area ofboom housing .
5. Prepare worksite for manual retraction task
6. Retract boom by turning the boom forcing the links into the.
" housing one by one
7. Assist in closing airlock outer door
8. Prepare worksite for departure
9. Translate to area of airlock opening
I0. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock
11. Doff EVA equipment and stow
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for rotating the sortie lab to change its position.
I. Unstmv EVA equipment
4
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2. Don and checkout EVAequipment and prepare to exit the
Orbiter vehi cl e cabin
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through the airlock
4. Translate to area of sortie lab
5. Prepare for rotation operation
6. Manually rotate sortie lab into desired position
7. Prepare for departure from work area
8. Translate to area of airlock opening
g. Re-enter Orbiter vehicle through airlock
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6.0 EXAMPLE SCENARIO FOR IVA MAINTENANCE
OF AN X-RAY ASTRONOMYOBSERVATORY
The following are representative X-Ray Astronomy Observatory
activities during a revisit by the Orbiter vehicle.
A. Replace the proportional counter array
(15 in x 26 in x 66 in - 166 Ib)
B. Replace the scintellation counter
(20 in x 30 in x 27 in - 286 Ib)
C. Replace the crystal spectrograph
(29 in x 64 in x 28 in - lit Ib)
The X-Ray Astronomy Observatory is in a40 ° orbit at 300 nautical
miles. The orbiter vehicle will be docked with the X-Ray Observatory as
It is shown docked with the LST in Figure 5. A support module will be used
pressurize the X-Ray Observatory for servicing operations. The three
components to be replaced, however, are outside the pressurized area as shown
in Figure 16. Access to the sensors is through the unpressurized telescope
tube from inside the pressurizable compartment.
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for replacing each component by unpressurized IVA.
I. Unstow IVA equipment, replacement component and other
equipment to be carried to the work site
2. Don and checkout IVA equipment
3. Enter the X-Ray Observatory pressurizable compartment
4. Depressurize X-Ray compartment
5. Gain access into the telescope tube
6. Translate through the telescope tube to the work site area
with replacement component and required equipment
A-33
7. Prepare the work site area
8. Gain access to the component to be replaced
9. Accomplish component replacement
10. Replace any parts removed to gain access
11. Prepare work site for departure
12. Translate from work site to area of access opening between
telescope tube and the pressurizable compartment with replaced
component and other equipment
13. Exit the telescope tube with component and other equipment
14. Close access opening between the telescope tube and the
pressurt zable compartment
15. Repressurize the compartment
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7.0 EXAMPLE SCENARIO FOR EVA MAINTENANCE AND
SERVICING OF A ASTRONOMY EXPLORER (A) SATELLITE
Service and maintenance of an Astronomy Explorer A Satellite was
selected as representative of all free flying task scenarios. It represents
such things as survey of the contaminant cloud, shuttle orbiter exterior inspec-
tion/repair, military applications (such as close-up inspection/retrieval of
satellites, de-arming, etc.), and work on contamination sensitive satellites
which are not desired to be exposed to the near-proximity contamination field
of the shuttle.
The following are representative tasks to be accomplished during
a service and maintenance visit to an Astronomy Explorer (A) Satellite.
A. Repressurize gaseous nitrogen RCS tanks - 6 Ibs
B. Replace worn thruster - 0.02 Ib thruster
C. Replace deteriorating TV camera
D. Replace damaged or deteriorating Solar cell panel
lO in. x 40 in. x .lO in
The Orbiter vehicle will be in the same orbit as the Astronomy
Explorer, 28.5 ° at 270 nautical miles, stationed approximately one nautical
mile away. The Orbiter will station-keep in this position during the main-
tenance and servicing.
Figure 17 shows the Astronomy Explorer Satellite. The mission ob-
jectives of the Astronomy Explorer program are independent investigations of solar
and stellar behavior in the UV, X-Ray and radio spectral regions. The Satellite
weights will be approximately 860 Ibs. The types of sensors to be carried are
optical and radio sensors, cosmic ray and VanAllen belt detectors, IR, Laser,
A-36
TV camera, and radio frequency detectors. Subsystemsconsist of gaseous
nitrogen propulsion for stationkeeping; momentumwheels and gravity gradient
attitude control; telemetry, tracking and commandfor real time data, playback
data and commandata; and solar cell plus battery electrical power.
The following is a listing of events (not necessarily in sequence)
for Astronomy Explorer Satellite maintenance and servicing.
I. Unstow EVAequipment and spare components
2. Don and checkout EVAequipment and prepare for EVA
3. Exit Orbiter vehicle through airlock
4. Translate to area of free flying maneuvering unit in
the payload bay
5. Unstow, prepare for use and checkout the free flying
maneuvering unit
6. Translate from Orbiter to the Satellite
7. Dockwith Satellite at worksite
8. Prepare worksite for maintenance and servicing
9. Perform maintenance and servicing
lO. Prepare to return to Orbiter
II. Translate from Satellite to Orbiter
12. Dockwith Orbiter in area of Payload bay
13. Shut downand stow the free flying maneuvering unit
14. Translate to airlock opening
15. Re-enter Orbiter through airlock
























































































REVISED SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL
B-l
II
_ Study 0f.Space Shuttle EVA/IVA Support Requirements
i _ I_'_:'_ Traffic Model
M. Bird, C. R. King- 2-51750, R. J. Copeland, R. J. French
Ref. I - Updated NASA Mission Model dtd 6 June 1972 (Wernher v on B3a_to Deputy_Associate Adm.
I Ref. 2 - NASA/DOD Earth Orbit Shuttle Traffic Model in Support of the March 1972 RFP-_MSC-067_6
dtd 21 March 1972. (MSC Internal Note 72-FM-71)
l'ef. 3 - NASA Payload Data Book - B1 July 1972 - The Aerospace Corporation ATR-7_T__12__,_
I Vol. II
Ref. _ - Anon. Integrated Operations/Payloads/Fleet Analysis, Phase II Second Interim
I Report II: Payload Data - ATR-71(7231)-II, Aerospace Corp., 31 March 1971.Volume NASA
Ref. 5 - Research and Applications Modules (RAM) Phase B Study, Technical Data Document,
I GDCA- DDA72- OOBB, Dynamics, May 1972.General 12
Ref. 6 - Shuttle Orbital Applications and Requirements (SOAR) Final Report - Technical
Volume i - Candidate Payload Identification, MDCG2355 Rev. A, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company, December 1971.
Reference 2 was revised to reflect the requirements of Ref. i. Table I is the
revised replacing Ref. 2. Thosepayloads were in Ref.payloads and schedule Table I in which
but are not in Ref. i have been eliminated_ and those payloads in Ref. i which were not in
IRef. 2 have been added as new numbered payloads starting with No. 82. The orbital charac-
%eristics are taken from Ref. 3.
I B-2
Table II is the revised payload combinations and flights, replacing Table II
in Ref. 2. Those payloads which were eliminated in revising Table I have been replaced
by new payloads of approximately the same weight and requiring the same orbit where
possible. Where no replacement was possible, the payload was eliminated. The new
payloads were used in the same year they are called for in Table I except in a few
cases where they are off by one or two years. Some flights were eliminated due to
an overall decrease in payloads in Ref. 1. No effort was made to coordinate the
old payload numbers from Ref. 2 with the new schedule in Table I. The combinations
shown are, however, considered representative and are to be used for mission analysis
in determining EVA/IVA equipment requirements.
Table III is the revised Traffic Model Summary replacing Table III in Ref. 2.
The NASA payload and flight totals and total payload and flight totals have been revised
to reflect the revised tables I & II.
Table IV gives available payload references and is organized by payload class
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3, 73, 5 3
80, 73 4







79, 36, 81 12










































































Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload
Fli6ht No. Numbers Flight No. Numbers
i 73, 5 i 3, _, 5
2 13, la 2 16, 83
3 - * 3 93, 14, la
4 73, 8 4 14, 16, la
5 15 5 53
6 14, 82 6 55
7 14, 83 7 55
8 93 8 60
9 50 9 22, 27
i0 27, 81, 79 i0 35, 79, 29
ii 28, 72, lb Ii 24, 27, 81
12 80, 72, 79 ]2 81, 80, 79
13 80, 81, 29 13 76, 80, 79
14 35, 72, 79 14 35, 72, 79
15 35, 72, 79 15 71, 72
16 36, 72, 76 16 38
17 74, 70 17 38
18 71, 72 18 38
19 38 19 97
20 38 20 96
21 97 21 42 (A)
22 98 22 85, 3o
23 3, 30 23 42
24 85, 4 24 42











Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload
Flight No. Numbers Flight No. Numbers
1 14, 98 1 - *
2 la, 73, 5 2 14, la, 5
3 14, 16, la 3 14, 16
4 15U, IBD 4 16, 18
5 16, 97 5 18
6 17 6 59
7 87 7 28, 22, 16
8 24, 74 8 36, 81, 79
9 36, 81, 79 9 71, 79
l0 28, 27, 79 l0 80, 76, 79
ll 36, 81, 79 ll 35, 79, 29
12 80, 29, 79 12 71
13 80, 76 13 80, 81
14 35, 70 14 35, 70
15 35, 70 15 38
16 71, 72 16 38
17 71, 72 17 38
18 38 18 38
19 38 19 97
20 38 20 97
21 B8 21 94
22 94 22 82
2B 96 2B 42
24 3, 4 24 42
25 85, 30 25 3, 4
26 21, 77 26 7, 30
27 77, 75 27 21, 75
28 77
29 77











































Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload
Flight No. Numbers Flight No. Numbers
i 5, 4, 86 1 5
2 3, 86, 73 2 14, 18, la
3 13U, 15D 3 16, la
4 lh, 16 4 14, 16
5 14, 18 5 18
6 17 6 58
7 18, 19 7 28
8 54 8 22, 76, 79
9 57 9 29, 81
lO 60 lO 35, 79
ll 78, lb, 81 ll 35, 79
12 79, ib, 78 12 72, 79
13 29, 80 13 71
14 35, 79 14 71
15 35, 79 15 72, 80
16 71 16 72, 8O
17 71 17 72, 81
18 70 18 - *
19 79, 76, 78 19 - *
20 80, 78 20 - *
21 74, 81 21 - *
22 99 22 - *
23 62 23 95
24 62 24 42
25 62 25 iOO
26 62 26 lO0
27 - * 27 lO0
28 66 28 i0o
29 95 29 too
3o 38 3o ioo
31 38 31 ioo
32 38 32 lOO
33 82 33 3, 4
34 83 34 21
35 42 35 26
36 lO0 36 26, 75

















Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload
Flight No. Numbers Fli_ht No. Numbers
1 8 89 1 la, 3_ 88
2 l_, 16, la 2 la,
3 5, 73 3 5, 4, 88
4 15U, 13D 4 14
5 14, 18 5 16, 18
6 16 6 16
7 19 7 54
8 17 8 78, 79
9 18 9 78, 22
lO 57 lO 78, 79, 27
ii 74, 36 ll 78, 79, 27
12 29, ib 12 79, 72
13 72, 79 13 80, 72
14 27, 81 14 28
15 72, 79 15 29, 80
16 35, 79 16 35, 81
17 35, 79 17 35, 81
18 80, 72 18 36, 76
19 80, 72 19 70
20 36, 76 20 70
21 81, 72 21 71
22 71 22 71
23 71 23 42
24 42 24 lO0
25 82 25 i00
26 lO0 26 lO0
27 lO0 27 lO0
28 lO0 28 lO0
29 lO0 29 lO0
30 - * 30 lO0
31 - * 31 lO0
32 - * 32 30




























































Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload
Flight No. Numbers Flight No. Numbers
1 la, 14, 16 1 5
2 la 2 14, 16
3 5, 73 3 14, 18
4 - * 4 16, 92
5 IBU, 15D 5 18
6 14, 18 6 51
7 16 7 51
8 17 8 79, lb
9 18 9 72, Ib
lO 19 lO 29, 72
ii 58 ii 35, 79
12 60 - 3 12 35, 79
13 28 13 79, 80
14 29, 79 14 71
15 35, 79 15 7]-
16 35, 79 16 80, 81
17 79, 80 17 22, 76, 81
18 70 18 42
19 80, 81 19 82
20 71 20 lO0
21 72, 81 21 lO0
22 74, 76 22 i00
23 3, 4 23 i00
24 42 24 lOO
25 83 25 lO0
26 91 26 lO0
27 i00 27 - *
28 I00 28 - *
29 lO0 29 - *
30 i00 30 - *
31 lO0 31 i00
32 I00 32 3, 4
33 - * 33 7, 30
34 - * 34 25, 75
35 - * 35 21
36 - * 36 69













* No corresponding NASA payload identified from Ref. (I), orbiter flight
eliminated.
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Timeline analyses were conducted and timeline dia_r_s prepared for each EVA and IVA
identified in the scenarios contained in Appendix A of Tasks, Guidelines and Constraints
_iefing Report. The detailed timeline analyses are contained in Attachment I.
Mission analyses were then conducted, utilizing the timeline analysis results,
to determine (1) umbilical lengths requiredp (2) EVA & IVA equipment operating requiredtimes
per EVA/IVA and per orbiter flight_ (3) payload sensitivity to contamination, (4) EVA's and
I IVA's associated with contamination sensitive payloads, (5) maximum number of EVA/IVA required
m per orbiter flight, and (6) maximum EVA/IVA time required per orbiter flight. The detailed
mission analyses are contained in Attachment 2.
Figures l thru 7 and Table I present the results of these analyses. This data is
released for use in selecting EVA and IVA equipment requirements.
I The Shuttle Traffic Model, MSC-06746, March 21, 1972, was updated to reflect the
I NASA Mission Model dated 6 June 1972. Each type payload was reviewed and EVA's and IVA's
chosen as representative when planned or unscheduled EVA or IVA could be applicable. EVA's
and IVA's on DOD payloads were estimated based on their similarity to NASA payloads.
Figure l shows the potential number of representative EVA's and IVA's compared to
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Orbiter vehicle. The quantities of potential EVA's and IVA's in this plot were
derived without consideration of payload combinations on Orbiter flights; only
payload type vs representative EVA/IVA was considered.
Figure 2 shows these potential EVA's and IVA's from Figure l related
to umbilical length. It can be seen that an umbilical length of about 70 ft
will accommodate a large percentage of the potential EVA's and IVA's. The EVA
task requiring the longest umbilical is the replacement of the boom mounted
sensors which would require a 220 ft umbilical. Potential EVA's and IVA's
affecting contamination sensitive payloads and water vapor sensitive payloads
are shown separately to illustrate the possible magnitude of the water vapor
sensitivity problem. The potential EVA's and IVA's are those which could be
accomplished on payloads containing contamination sensitive optics or sensors,
ignoring the possible use of remotely operated contamination covers.
Table I summarizes the time required off an umbilical, if a 70'
umbilical were provided. Only 4 representative EVA's would require off-umbilical
operation. As in Table I of Attachment l, the timeline estimates are doubled
to allow for equipment unknowns and to obtain the total time estimates.





OPERATING TIME OFF A
70' UMBILICAL
TIME LINE TOTAL EST.
(MIN) (MIN)
IA - Aperture End of
LST-EVA 52 I04
IB - LST Telescope
Tube EVA 135 270
4 - Inspection of Orbiter
Exterior - EVA 0 36 72
5 - Replace Boom Mounted
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Figure 3 illustrates when an umbilical is undesirable. An analysis
of the representative EVA's and IVA's and the routes to be covered if utilizing
handrails indicates that for about 80% of the potential EVA's and IVA's it is
undesirable to have an umbilical to manage. The umbilical could limit maneuver-
ability or create a requirement for a second crewman for umbilical management.
The potential water vapor sensitive EVA's and IVA's where it is
undesirable to use an umbilical are shown in Figure 3 relative to the total
potential water vapor sensitive EVA's and IVA's since the use of an umbilical
is one means of avoiding water vapor expulsion from the life support system.
The large percentage where an umbilical is undesirable indicates another method
of avoiding water vapor expulsion should be used. The "other" EVA's and IVA's
shown in Figure 3 are those which are not water vapor sensitive but the use
of an umbilical is undesirable.
Figure 4 shows the number of potential planned and unscheduled EVA's
or IVA's per flight plotted against the percent of NASA orbiter flights; DOD
flights are not included.
The "Payload Combination for Orbiter Flights" in the Shuttle Traffic
Model, MSC-06746, March 12, 1972 was updated to reflect the payloads in the NASA
Mission Model dated 6 June 1972. The EVA's and IVA's previously selected for
the payloads were related to the orbiter flights, avoiding unlikely EVA and IVA
duplications. Figure 4 shows the number of EVA's and IVA's per flight resulting
from this analysis. The plot shows a maximum of 6 potential planned EVA/IVA's
and a maximum of 9 planned plus potential unscheduled EVA/IVA's. By providing
for 3 EVA/IVA's, over 80 percent of the total potential and over 90 percent
of the potential planned EVA/IVA's would _e accommodated.
C-4
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Figure 5 shows the potential EVA's and IVA's in Figure l related
to the time required to accomplish them. It is a summary of the timeline
analyses conducted on representative EVA's and IVA's related to 713 of the 788
potential EVA's and IVA's identified in the payload analysis. (Scenario #7,
Maintenance and Servicing of An Astronomy Explorer Satellite is omitted.) It
shows that a large portion of the EVA's and IVA's require approximately 2 hours
operating time. Timeline analyses done at this stage in the development of the
Shuttle hardware are only best guesses; therefore, in order to allow for the
unknowns involved the times shown were obtained by multiplying nominal estimated
times by a factor of two.
Figure 6 shows the total potential EVA and IVA time per flight
plotted against the percent of NASA flights. This plot is for the potential
EVA's and IVA's shown in Figure 4 using the timeline analyses results for the
EVA/IVA durations. Potential planned EVA and IVA time is shown separately
plus the times for both l man and 2 man EVA's and IVA's. The times as used
here are the operating times of EVA and IVA equipment or the amount of time
EVA and IVA expendables are being used. If one man EVA/IVA is used the total
required time to cover all orbiter flights is 1237 minutes (approximately 21
hours). The total required time for 2 man EVA/IVA, is shown twice as long,
approximately 42 hours. The second man was considered to be a safety monitor
and umbilical manager. A reduction in this time could possibly be made by
having the two crewmen work together on the tasks.
The figure shows that a large percentage of two men EVA/IVA's and
almost all one man EVA/IVA's could be accommodated by providing for approximately
14 hours of equipment operation time for planned and unscheduled tasks.
Figure 7 shows the percentage of NASA orbiter flights which could
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scheduled non-venting EVA/IVA of those in Figure 4, being required on orbiter
flights, year by year. This potential is based on the type sensors and optics
which are on the payloads, and would represent the actual non-venting require-
ments if adequate covers were not utilized to protect the sensitive devices.
Contamination covers, however, will normally be used on payloads and will be
automatically deployed except in the case of austere sorties where the covers
may be removed and replaced by planned EVA in order to effect a cost savings.
It is anticipated that unscheduled EVA/IVA will be utilized for
manually operating malfunctioned covers on all types of payloads. The incidence
of such malfunctions has been rather high.
It seems reasonable to expect that on I0-20% of the water vapor
sensitive payloads handled by the orbiter, which utilize contamination covers,
a failure would occur which would prevent the cover from operating properly.
These are the cases where unscheduled EVA/IVA would be used. Applying the
I0-20% to the 43.6% 12 year average of flights where planned or unscheduled
EVA could be used near potentially sensitive surfaces, 4.4% to 8.7% of the total
NASA flights, or 2 to 5 flights per year, would require non-venting EVA.
Secondary effects also create a need for non-venting EVA/IVA. In
almost all cases, some areas of the spacecraft or payload will be at a very cold
temperature during shuttle orbital operations. Water vapor, in vented, will
condense on these surfaces, and re-evaporate as orientation is changed. The
impact could be secondary deposition on cold sensors after the contamination
cover is removed, or an undesirable delay in deploying the cover. Again estimating
that secondary effects would be significant on I0-20% of the potentially water
vapor sensitive payloads, another 4.4% to 8.7% NASA flights would require non-
venting, bringing the total to the 8.8% to 17.4%, or 4 to lO flights per year,
illustrated on the plot.
C-6
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Timeline analyses were conducted and timeline diagrams prepared for
each EVA and IVA in Ref. l except No. 7 - Maintenance and Servicing of an
Astronomy Explorer (A) Satellite. VSD was verbally directed by the Contract
Monitor after the midterm review to pursue this Scenario no further since it
involved the use of a free-flying maneuvering unit.
The following assumptions were made during the timeline analyses.
I. Assume manual translation by the crewman using handrails.
2. Use a translation rate of .5 ft/sec (Ref. l, Guideline 14, Nominal)
3. Assume cargo transfer is manual, no aids.
4. Assume the crewman can transfer one large package or several small
packages of cargo in one trip.
5. Assume the cargo packages for planned EVA's are stored along the
path, and for unscheduled EVA's the crewman will have these when he exits the
airlock. (As much as 2-I/2 min. more time could be required to retrieve parts
stowed in the payload bay)
6. Assume 5 min. removal and replacement time for each item for planned
EVA and prepared worksites with foot restraint (Ref. 2).
7. Assume 20 min. max. and lO min. minimum removal and replacement
time for each item, for unscheduled EVA and unprepared worksite without foot
restraints. (Ref. 2)
8. Assume time to enter and prepare worksite or prepare and evaluate
worksite to be 30 sec to 2 min., according to estimated complexity of task.
Figures l through 16 are the timeline diagrams for the EVA's and




to re-enter the airlock". If the required umbilical length exceeded 70 ft. for
the EVAand "off-umbilical time" is also shown on the diagram. The tasks re-
quired to accomplish each EVA or IVA were postulated and are listed on the
diagram. The time to accomplish each task and additional assumptions are on
a sheet following each diagram.
Table I is a summary of the times estimated for each EVA and IVA.
Since timeline analyses accomplished at this early time in the development
of shuttle hardware are only best guesses, the timeline estimates are multiplied
by two in order to allow for the unknowns. An estimated time of 25 minutes
for EVA equipment operating time required during egress/ingress of the airlock
is added to obtain the total estimated EVA and IVA times shown.
REFERENCES
Ref. l Tasks, Guidelines, and Constraints Briefing, June 15, 1972,
LTV Aerospace.
Ref. 2 Maintainability Design Criteria for Packaging of Spacecraft
Replaceable Electronic Equipment, AIAA Paper No. 72-235, March
27-28, 1972, John R. Kappler, Grumman Aerospace Corp. and
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I. Representative EVA's and IVA's for Paxloads
Each type payload in Reference 2 was reviewed and representative
planned or unscheduled EVA's and IVA's that could be applicable were selected
from Reference I. These assumptions were made in the selection of representative
EVA's and IVA's for the payloads.
A. EVA and IVA are established operational techniques.
B. EVA will be utilized for removal of covers from payloads con-
taining optical devices and sensors and for deploying cali-
bration sources for payloads requiring them for on-orbit check-
out.
C. On 5% of the orbiter 597 flights a malfunction will occur where
an EVA would be required to inspect the orbiter exterior or
payload bay.
D. No EVA activity on Space Station Payloads.
Table I shows the selected representative EVA or IVA for each payload. The
information in Ref. 3 was the primary source for payload definition. The in-
formation was studied and where potential EVA or IVA was applicable a repre-
sentative EVA/IVA was selected based on the similarity of the equipment on
the payload and the equipment in the scenarios or similarity of the task to
be accomplished on the payload and the tasks defined in the scenarios. Table I
is arranged by payload type with the payload reference number, title, orbit
weight and 12 years total shown in addition to the selected EVA or IVA.
Reference 2 does not consider the retrieval possibilities, but two







































Shuttle plus Tug retrieval, when a reusable Tug has delivered a payload to
its position in space, the Tug could be used to bring a nearby payload back
to the shuttle for retrieval. From the Tasks, Guidelines and Constraints
Briefing, 74 Tug flights would have the capability for retrieval. Assuming
50% utilization, 37 Tug flights would retrieve a satellite and #3 EVA could
be applicable. For the shuttle only retrieval, shuttles having completed
the delivery mission or sortie missions could retrieve payloads if there is
sufficient maneuver capability and load carrying capability. Again from the
Tasks, Guidelines and Constraints Briefing, 185 shuttle flights would have the
capability for retrieval. Assuming 50% utilization, 92 shuttle flights would
retrieve a satellite and #3 EVA could be applicable. NASA Payload retrieval
total is 129 - #3 EVA.
In order to relate the EVA's and IVA's to the 305 DOD payloads,
it is assumed that 50% or 152 of the 305 DOD payloads in Ref. 4 are for
surveillance or reconnaissance containing covered optics and sensors, and #3
EVA could be applicable. The other 153 would be navigation or communication
satellites and no EVA or IVA is assumed applicable. To consider the retrieval
possibilities of the DOD flights it is assumed that the Tug will be used in
the same manner for DOD satellites as it is for NASA payloads. It is also
assumed that the 152 navigation and communication satellites are delivered to
geosynchronous orbit by the Tug. Using the same ratio of Tug flights as for
NASA payloads, 74 of lOl, then Ill of the 152 DOD Tug flights would have re-
trieval capability, and, for 50% utilization, 55 would retrieve a payload and
#3 EVA could be applicable. For this analysis Shuttle only retrieval is not
considered since the lack of information on DOD payloads makes analyses of




It is assumedthat on 5%of the 597 Orbiter missions somemalfunction
or damageto the orbiter exterior or payload bay will occur which will require
inspection or repair; therefore, in the 12 year period a total of 30 - #4 EVA's
could be required.
Again from the retrieval analysis summarizedin Tasks, Guidelines,
and Constraints Briefing, 260 currently orbiting satellites plus 29 satellites
from the traffic model, or a total of 289 satellites, are within the rendezvous
capability of the Orbiter. It is assumedthat a 25%,or 75, of these satellites,
if repaired or serviced, will continue to provide useful data, therefore in the
12 year period a total of 75 - #7 EVA's could be applicable.
Table II is a summaryof the EVA's and IVA's which could be appli-
cable to NASAand DODShuttle Payloads.
2. Umbilical Length and Desirability
Each EVA and IVA was analyzed to determine the length which an
umbilical would need to be if one was used and when an umbilical would limit
maneuverability and be undesirable. Whether or not an umbilical would be
undesirable was a subjective opinion of the writer based upon the complexity
of the path to be traversed and how confined the path and worksite appear to
be. Table Ill presents the results of this analysis.
3. Contamination Sensitivity
Using Reference 3 as a data source, General Dynamics Convair
determined those payloads which are sensitive to water vapor, based upon the
type and temperature of the sensors on the payload. Table IV shows the results
of this analysis. Reference 3 data was used to determine which payloads are
sensitive to particulate or grease contamination in addition to those already
determined to be sensitive to water vapor contamination.






































4. Representative EVA's for Orbiter Flights
The payloads identified for each Orbiter flight in Ref. (2) were
reviewed and representative planned and unscheduled EVA's and IVA's were
selected for each flight that could be applicable. The EVA's and IVA's selected
for the payloads in this analysis are those shown in Table I as modified by
the following ground rules.
A. The potential for an unscheduled EVA or IVA exists on
each Orbiter Flight.
B. On each Orbiter flight where a Tug is used to orbit one
or more satellites the potential for one unscheduled No.
3 EVA (Satellite and Tug Retrieval and Deployment Readi-
ness - EVA) and one unscheduled No. 5D EVA (Manually
Position Sortie for Experiment - EVA) exists.
C. For each satellite individually orbited, if no planned
EVA or IVA exists, the potential for one unscheduled
No. 3 EVA exists for each satellite on the Orbiter Flight.
D. EVA/IVA is planned for (Ref. l):
(1) Maintenance/Servicing of Large Astronomy Observatories
(2) On-Orbit Maintenance/Servicing of Retrieved Satellite
(3) De-Orbit Readiness of Payload in Cargo Bay
(4) Retrieval of Experiment Packages Including Sorties
(5) Free Flying Operations
Table VI shows the results of this analysis. Selected EVA's and IVA's and
the EVA/IVA times per flight are shown. The times shown are EVA/IVA durations.
REFERENCES







DIR No. T-192-DIR-07 Revised Shuttle Traffic Model, Dec. 7, 1972.
NASA Payload Data Book, Report No. ATR-72(7312)-l, The Aerospace
Corp., 31 July 1972.
Shuttle Traffic Model In Support of The March 1972 RFP NASA
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TABLE III - UMBILICAL LENGTH AND DESIRABILITY
1. Maintenance of LST
IA. Aperture End - EVA
IB. Inside Telescope Tube - EVA
IC. RCS Modules - EVA
ID. Solar Cell Panels - EVA
2. Support of Earth Orbit Sortie
2A. Experiment Prep, - EVA
2B. Experiment Support - EVA
2C. Antenna Stowage - EVA
2D. Payload Bay Film Stowage - IVA
2E. Conduct Experiment in Sortie Facility - IVA
t
.
Satellite and Tug Retrieval or
Deployment Readiness - EVA
Inspection and Repair of Orbiter - EVA
Deployment and Retraction of Plasma
Wake Experiment
5A. Replace Boom Mounted Sensors - EVA
5B. Boom Retraction - EVA
5C. Boom Retraction - IVA
5D. Manually Position Sortie for Experiment - EVA
5E. Manually Position Sortie for Deorbit - EVA
6. Maintenance of X-Ray Observatory
6A. Replace Proportional Counter Array - IVA
6B. Replace Scintellation Counter - IVA
6C. Replace Crystal Spectrograph - IVA
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EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR ON SOTITIE & MAN-TENDED PAYLOADS
PAY LOAD
NAME
M', r ._ Viking
Mtll'_ _O'Vt'l'
V t'l'ttt _ P|oBi,t,r
VonH:: Pa, JaP _lllp|_or
Venu_ I,argc LalYh'r
M_'rcury ()rbitPr
Pioneer - Jupiter OrbRcr
Mar tner-Juptter/U ranus
Flyby
PiOneer - Jupiter Probe
Pioneer - Saturn Probe
Mariner - .TupRer Orbiter
Uranus Probe/Neptune
Flyby
Marlnnr - Saturn Orblf,.,r
Enek,, Slow Flyby
Encke RendezvOus
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EFFECT OF WATER"VAPOR ON SORTIE & MAN-TENDED PAYLOADS
PA Y LOAD
NAM E
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Sortie - Comm/Nav. Exp.
Sortie - Comm/Nav. Lab.
* No Effect
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Explorer - LEO (AST)(SAS-C SAT.)
Explorer - SYNC (AST) (SAS-C SAT)
Explorer - Upper Atmosphere (Space Phy)
Explorer - Medium Altitude (Space Phy.)
Explorer - High Altitude (Space Phy)
APPLICATIONS
Small Applications Tech. Sat. Sync.





Gravity & Relativity Satellites - LEO
Gravity & Relativity Satellites - SOLAR
Environment Perturbation Sat-Mission A
Environment Perturbation Sat-Mission B
Heliocentric & Interstellar Spacecraft
APPLICATIONS
Earth Observation Sat_lite
Synchronous Earth Observatory Sat. (SEOS)
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
TIROS-O
Earth Resources Satellite (Proto)













































































































































Large High Energy Telescope (X-Ray)
X-Ray Telescope Revisit
High Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO-C)
HEAO-C Revisit
Large Space Telescope (LST)
LST Revisit
Large Solar Observatory (LSO)
LSO Revisit
Radio Astronomy Observatory (RAO)
SORT IES
Sorti e - Astronomy/Physi cs Observations
Sortie - Comm/Nav Experiments
So_tie - Comm/Nav Laboratory
Sortie - Mini 7-Day Module
Sortie - Mimi 30-Day Module
Sortie - Material Science Experiments
Sortie - Advanced, Technology Experiments
















































Space Station-Crew/Ops Logistics Module
Physics Lab - Space Station RAM
Space Station - (RAM) Comm/Nav Lab
Space Station - Mini 30-Day Module
Space Station - Life Sciences Lab
Space Station - RAM Tech & Mat Sci Lab
NON -NASA PAYLOADS
COMSAT
U. S. Domestic Comm
Foreign Domestic Comm

















































































CAP (2) RETRIEV. EVA/IVA EVA/IVA
" CAP (2) NOS. TIME (MIN.)
X o 3, 3 278
X
x o 3 139
x 2A,B,C,D 566
x o 3 139
X
x o 3 139
X
x o 3 139
X
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1) T - Indiates a recoverable Tug is used on that flight.
SS - Indicates a space station support flight.
(2) x - Indicates retrieval capability (from early analysis by Copeland).
- Indicates this flight will retrieve a satellite (50% of those
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An investigation of the pertinent data on prebreathing requirements for decompressions i
I from a two gas atmosphere to final pressures ranging from about 3 psia to sea level was
"-conducted as part of the VMSC space shuttle EVA/IVA equipment study. The purpose of the
I investigation was to determine the physiological requirements to prevent bends for various
i spacecraft and suit operating pressures. A further consideration was the effect of
interruptions to the prebreathing cycle. These interruptions, during which the shuttle
I
I
cabin's Op-N2 atmosphere would be breathed, could occur during the donning of the EVA/IVA
equipment. The effect is to extend the prebreathin 9 time but the time extension could be
considerably greater than the interruption time due to the rapid resaturation of the body
i with nitrogen. This DIR summarizes the results of this investigation and presents curves
for use later in the study.
_TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
g
The effect of variations in the initial Orbiter cabin pressure on the final suit
pressure is shown in Figure I. This figure, which is taken from data in Reference I, is
_sed on an empirically modified analytical expression that is intended to predict the
onset of bends symptoms. The boundaries of the general population range shown on the
represent the threshold of expected symptoms. The figure is in good agreement with
data for decompressions from 14.7 psia, that indicate that almost no subjects drawn from









the general population will suffer bends following decompression to 25,000 feet (5146 psi_|
while nearly all subjects will exhibit symptoms when decompressed below 3.47 psia
(35,000 feet), particularly when exercising. The empirical data available for correlatio H
i
for decompressions from initial pressures below standard sea level are much more limited.
However, the limited data (Reference l) are in agreement with the trend shown on the I
figure. The figure shows that reducing the Orbiter pressure to ll.7 psia (_ 6,000 feet)
which is greater than the cabin pressure in most commercial airliners, will allow the
'I
use of current suit pressure with almost no risk of bends for any subjects. The data i
i
are insufficient to allow firm recommendations for an optimum reduced Orbiter pressure.
However, the advantages of using current low pressure suit technology with modifications i
n
only as required for increased mobility and comfort, ease of donning, longer lifetime,
etc.; are sufficient to indicate further physiological research is required in this area. i
The relative advantages and disadvantages to the Orbiter vehicle and safety at a reduced i
i
cabin pressure should also be considered. An initial pressure of 14.7 psia will be
assumed henceforth for all the data presented in this paper. I
i
The prebreathing curves (Reference 2) shown in Figure 2 result from an
i
analytical solution of equations describing both the diffusion of N2 out of the body i
and the onset of bubble formation in the blood. The two different curves result i
from different assumptions on the initial size of a stable bubble. The curves are
in agreement with other data presented in Reference 3 that indicate the lower curve I
represents approximately a 90% certainty that no subjects drawn from the population
at large would suffer the bends for the decompression indicated. Similarly, the i
upper curve represents approximately a 99% probability of no bends for any subjects. H
U
These curves are more conservative than the data shown in Figure l since they indicate
that approximately 0.5 hour minimum prebreathing is required to decompress from sea i
level to 25,000 feet. However, the data points for U-2 flight operations indicate
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It is well known that the susceptibility of individuals to the bends
varies widely (References 5 and 6). It is possible to classify individuals into
groups with similar susceptibility by examining factors such as age, the amount
of body fat present, and the condition of the circulatory and respiratory system.
Following such classification, the expected probability of bends can be estimated
for each individual by utilizing data compiled for his group. Other data presented
in Figure 3 (Reference l) show this variation between groups classified according
to age. Thus the curve that indicated 90% probability of no bends for the general
population, actually corresponds to a much higher degree of protection for
individuals in good physical condition. A physical examination, perhaps similar
to that now required for experimenters on military aircraft, could be used to screen
candidate experimenters and other passengers who have low expected tolerance to the
bends (References 5 and 6).
Another factor that may be of particular importance in the case of
emergency decompression is shown in Figure 4. This figure shows that in most cases
bends symptoms don't appear for 15 to 20 minutes. This time interval is significant
since it is greater than the expected duration of many credible emergencies, so that
a low pressure emergency suit might be satisfactory with no prebreathing in some
cas es.
Figure 5 shows the influence of interruptions to prebreathing on the
incidence of bends symptoms. At1 data shown on this figure are for decompression
from sea level to 3.5 psia. These data are significant since it may be necessary
to interrupt the prebreathing period to allow donning of various components of the
EVA/IVA protective gear. The starting points of the curves assumes that 50% of
the subjects would suffer bends symptoms with no prebreathing. This corresponds
to a condition of mild exercise. Increasing the exercise rate tends to increase
the incidence of bends symptoms.
D-4
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Figure 6 shows a cross-plot of these samedata. The curves show that the
effect of interruptions is increased as the prebreathing time increases. This
occurs because the incidence of symptomsis reduced as the prebreathing time is
increased. However, since nitrogen is initially rapidly reabsorbed during the
interruption, the expected incidence of symptomsalso increased rapidly. This
can also be seen in Figure 7. Figure 7 was calculated from Figure 5 by determining
the time difference between each of the interrupted pr_hr_athing curve_ and the
continuous prebreathing curve for a given % incidence of symptoms. For example,
3 hours prebreathing corresponds to 19% incidence of symptoms following I/2 hour
of air breathing. 19% corresponds to 1.6 hours on the continuous prebreathing
curve so that the time difference between curves is 1.4 hours. This and similarly
derived points are plotted on Figure 7. This figure shows the prebreathing time
lost when the denitrogenation period is interrupted by breathing air at sea level
conditions. For example, If 3 hours prebreathing (which might be required for a
3.5 psia suit) was followed by 15 minutes of breathing air during final donning of
the EVA/IVA equipment, the figure shows that about 50 additional minutes of pre-
breathing are required to regain the same level of bends protection. Figures 5,
6, and 7 were all compiled from data based on decompression from sea level to
3.5 psia 02 final pressure. The prebreathing time lost as shown on Figure 7 should
be conservative for decompressions to a higher final pressure or starting from a
lower cabin pressure.
CONCLUSIONS
The baseline prebreathing curve to be used by VMSC is the lower limit of
the shaded region shown on Figure 2. This curve represents a very high degree of
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those in better physical condition than the general population as a whole, will
suffer bends symptoms for the decompressions indicated. The effects of using
the upper limit curve for suit pressures greater than 5 psia on items such as
contingency concepts, prebreathing gas expendables and increasing the man-hour




will also be given to the effects of reducing the Orbiter cabin pressure as shown
in Figure I. This has a significant impact on the suit technology required for
shuttle operations, particularly for the case of contingencies involving cabin
decompression. The final recommendations for suit and Orbiter pressures and pre-




the physical condition and other requirements for the shuttle crewmen may be
more stringent than those required for the experiments it is possible that the pre-
breathing time requirements may be different for each. Data presented in Reference 5
indicate that subjects having less than 12 kg of body fat, independent of the body's




body fat content might be a useful screening criteria for candidate experimenters.
Since data showing the effects of interrupted prebreathing are apparently
missing for decompression other than to 3.5 psia, and they are limited even for
this case, Figure 7 will be used for all cases.




physiological parameters required for an accurate prediction of an individual's
susceptibility to the bends. Data such as those shown in Figure 3 indicate that bends
susceptibility generally increases with age. However, other factors such as the
ratio of fat to lean mass in the body and deterioration of the respiratory and
circulatory system also increase with age. The data are generally insufficient to
I
I
determine precisely whichparameters should be used for screening criteria. An
additional related study to investigate, the effects of prebreathing interruptions
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Decompression Sickness; W. B. Saunders Co.; Philadelphia & London; 1951.
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L h
FIGURE l EFFECT OF INITIAL CABIN PRESSURE ON
SUIT PRESSURE WITHOUT PREBREATHING
NOTES :
Based on Figure 48, p. 250
Reference l, curves represent
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A Nominal transfer from Soyuz
to Apollo CM
•C)Contingency EYA transfer from
Soyuz to Apollo CM
[] Manned EMU tests
_U-2 reconnaissance flights
(Reference 3)
® NASA-Ames U2 flights
curves based on:
Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 36,
No. 5, May 1965, p 423
Other data in NASA CR-1205 (III)
indicate that lower curve represents
approx. 90% probability that no
subjects will suffer bends (I00%
for many groups) upper curve is
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Compilation of All Data Bearing on Rate
of Protection by Preoxygenation and Rate
of Nitrogen Loss from Critical Ti_ues
Curves 6, 7, and 0 represent data of three
different investigators on same age group.
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FIGURE 7
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